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Dribble Application
Traditional dribble application has been the preferred method of liquid application at
the seed level for many years. This application style often over and under applies the
true amount of product for each seed. Many companies offer solutions to the over and
under application possibility, as shown by increased yields. Although increased yields
may be a real possibility with those products, the true yield gain and payback time are
typically not discussed.
Below is a look at an example of a dribble application, showing the true amount of
product applied.

1.0 inch concentration applied at 5 GPA dribble.
.003 oz. * 6.0 inches = .018 oz. | .018 oz. * 34,848 pop = 627 oz. | 627 oz. ÷ 128 = 4.90 GPA
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SelectShot™ Application
CapstanAG™ has an elite product specifically for planters that, with proven results, will
maintain yield with less input. SelectShot™ applies a concentrated shot of liquid to the
location relative to the seed, providing the optimal amount of product per inch with a reduced total applied rate. SelectShot™ operates differently than a traditional dribble system, with the same principle in mind.
Below shows two SelectShot™ application potentials, wherein both show ample
product is applied for the seed when planted as well as at a later life stage of the plant.

1.0 inch concentration applied with SelectShot at 5.0 GPA.
.005 oz. * 6.0 inches = .030 oz. | .030 oz. * 34,848 pop = 1045 oz. | 1045 oz. ÷ 128 = 8.16 GPA

1.0 inch concentration applied at 5 GPA dribble.
.0047 oz. * 6.0 inches = .028 oz. | .028 oz. * 34,848 pop = 976 oz. | 976 oz. ÷ 128 = 7.62 GPA
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Decision in Growers Hands
Product Usage

Information provided by a grower in Indiana.

Adjustments can be made to the SelectShot™ system to modify shot length and
placement to meet application requirements. Cutting rate not only reduces the amount
of inputs needed, but also reduces the number of times an operator must stop to refill
starter during the day. This allows for more acres per day without sacrificing yield.
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Decision in Growers Hands
Placement Relative to Each Seed
ON THE SEED:
As depicted by the “Product
Placement Comparison” section of
this screenshot, the applied shot is
placed directly on each seed.
There is a 2.0 inch radius of
potential root mass surrounding
each seed.
This application will save 38.78%
of the product used, as seen in the
“SSQ Savings” textbox.

OFF THE SEED:
This product placement located 1/2
inch off of the seed also provides
product savings of 38.78%.
The same 2.0 inch radius is shown,
and the seed has access to the
same amount of product within
the radius.
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Potential Time Savings
More Acres Planted Per Day

Adjustments can be made to the SelectShot™ system to modify shot length and
placement to meet application requirements. Cutting rate not only reduces the amount
of inputs needed, but also reduces the number of times an operator must stop to refill
starter during the day. This allows for more acres per day without sacrificing yield.
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Potential Time Savings
Additional Acres Per Day with Half Rate

On average, refilling takes approximately 20 minutes. By
reducing the number of times a planter must be refilled with
starter, acres per day increase across various MPH.
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Proven Results
Farm Journal Test Plots June 2017

All data was collected by Beck’s Superior Hybrids, Inc. and can
be located in the Beck’s 2017 Practical Farm Research Book.
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Field Results

Left: 12 GPA 10-34-0 in a 2x2.
Right: 12 GPA 10-34-0 in a 2x2, with 5 GPA in-furrow SelectShot™ application.

Left: 12 GPA 10-34-0 in a 2x2, with 5 GPA in-furrow SelectShot™ application.
Right: 12 GPA 10-34-0 in a 2x2.
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Testimonials

“Concentrated at
the seed, on the
seed.” - Brian Tull

“Go into dry land, and
reduce your population.
Go from 32 to 22. It’s
using that much less
product” - Rick Carmine

“With using the CapstanAG
SelectShot system we were
able to see better plant health
at an early stage. Our kernel
counts have increased in our
no-till fields, with hope that it
turns into more yield. For now,
things are looking great for
that to happen.” - Eric Barnes
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